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INTRODUCTION

Is This a Daiquiri Which I See Before Me?

If you’re wondering what Shakespeare ate and drank when he was living it up in 1599 London, this
isn’t the book for you. The same goes for all you historical reenactment fans out there. We don’t dres
up like wenches and go to Renaissance Faires, or serve up foot-long Henry VIII–style turkey legs at
our neighborhood block parties.
But we do love Shakespeare. In fact, we’ve devoted our adult lives to learning as much as we can
about his works and his world. We get a geeky thrill out of researching things like sixteenth-century
virginity tests and Bible translations. And we never get tired of talking to our students about the
themes and moral dilemmas that Shakespeare explores.
We’re also close friends who love getting together over a good drink. It’s the perfect way to
decompress from our everyday dramas—whether it’s academic politics, spousal standoffs, or home
lice infestations. Frankly, besides Shakespeare, these few hours of high-quality confab are the only
thing we don’t need a break from.
One night, at ye olde Cheesecake Factory, we had an epiphany: the characters we analyzed all day
were starting to feel very familiar. And not just because we’d been teaching and writing about them
for twenty years. The more we talked, the more we saw ourselves and our problems in their comedies
histories, and tragedies. Shakespeare’s insights into jealous siblings, shifty coworkers, and aging
libidos were smarter than anything we could ever come up with on our own. And a whole lot cheaper
than therapy.
Huh, we thought. This dead guy totally gets us.
Shakespeare never had to worry about hitting Reply All by mistake, or sending someone’s kid to
the ER because of a stray peanut trace. But it felt like he was right there with us, sucking down a
Factory Peach Bellini and feeling our pain.
We knew right then and there that we’d found our destiny: to write a cocktail book that would pay
forward, Shakespeare-style.
So we got to work, searching every corner of Shakespeare’s canon and our liquor cabinets to find
the perfect drinks to match our favorite plotlines. We poured, shook, and tasted. Pondered and punned
We were obsessed with our plan—just like the regicidal Macbeth when he hallucinates a murder
weapon floating before him. Except our ambitions involved daiquiris, not daggers.
The final product is what you see before you: a book that mixes equal parts booze and Bard to help
you through your everyday ups and downs. It’s like having him right there in your living room,
downing a great drink, and putting your crappy day in perspective.
Each of our cocktails connects Shakespeare’s characters to your daily predicaments. And we’ve
paired the drinks with hors d’oeuvres, which we call “Savory Matters.” It’s our way of repurposing

Hamlet’s snobby comment about popular entertainment and the commoners who consume it.
According to him, those people only want “matter savory”—cheap, spicy jokes and sleazy plotlines.
Well, we’ve got news for you, Hamlet: Shakespeare would have loved Bravo and buffalo wings as
much as we do.
Like the editors of the 1623 First Folio, we’ve organized our Shakespeare into genres—some
comical, some tragical, some historical. For example, Girls’ Night Out, Drowning Your Sorrows, and
Recapturing Your Youth. And if you want to learn more about the plays or the time period, you can
raid the Mini-Bards in each chapter for a quick shot of context and commentary. Or not. Unlike
Hamlet, we don’t judge. The point is, if you want to brush up on your Shakespeare, and maybe learn
some things that you didn’t know before, fabulous. If you just want to eat and drink, go for it.
Now some of you may be thinking: Booze? Professors? Isn’t this why we need to get rid of tenure?
But hear us out. Shakespeare wasn’t just interested in Fate, Revenge, and Tragic Flaws. His plays are
saturated with alcohol-related themes, and it’s our job to know about them. Some of these are pretty
negative, like (1) Booze and booty don’t mix, especially if you’re a guy. As the drunken Porter in
Macbeth says, drinking “provokes the desire but it takes away the performance.” Not to mention, (2)
Drinking on the job equals career suicide. Antony and Cleopatra’s Lepidus learns this lesson the hard
way when he blacks out on Pompey’s booze cruise and proves he’s not Roman Triumvirate material.
And, of course, (3) Alcohol makes dysfunctional families even more dysfunctional. Sir Toby Belch,
Twelfth Night’s “quaffing and drinking” freeloader, upsets his depressed niece by throwing wild
parties at her house and calling her a killjoy. And the future King Richard III unleashes a lifetime of
sibling hostility by hiring two guys to drown his older brother in a barrel of Malmsey wine.
But drinking in Shakespeare’s plays, as in life, doesn’t always end in tragedy. Sometimes it’s abou
bringing people together. Building community. Being there for each other through good times and
bad. And the timeless power of partying.
We hope that Shakespeare, Not Stirred brings you all sorts of pleasure: fun drinks, good food, and
the deep satisfaction of knowing that Shakespeare validates all of your feelings—no matter how
socially inappropriate they may be. So get out your cocktail shaker and lend him your ears. Has he go
a story to tell you.
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